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Disclaimer
The following information is being shared in order to outline some of our current product plans, but 
like everything else in life, even the best-laid plans can be put to rest.

We are hopeful that the following can shed some light on our roadmap, but it is important to 
understand that it is being shared for informative purposes only, and not as a binding 
commitment.

Please do not rely on this information to make purchasing decisions because, ultimately, the 
development, release, and timing of any products, features or functionalities remain at the sole 
discretion of Boyum IT Solutions and is subject to change.
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Product Summary
Produmex Scan is an easy-to-implement barcode scanning solution for 
Windows CE/Mobile devices which executes and automates 
SAP Business One warehouse-related inventory transactions 
and business flows in real-time.

With rapid deployment, ease of use and powerful customizations, it allows 
businesses to start scanning two hours after initiating the installation 
process, providing an accelerated ROI.
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SOLUTION STACK

SAP BUSINESS ONE

ON PREMISE   /   CLOUD

MICROSOFT SQL SAP HANA

Produmex 
ScanProdumex WMS Beas 

Manufacturing

TRACK QUALITYWEIGH
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PRODUCT VISION

Stand-alone high-performance automation 
of SAP Business One inventory transactions 
in real-time using mobile devices
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About the Roadmap
The purpose of the roadmap is to communicate the direction and planned activities determined 
by Boyum IT Solutions to add more value to Produmex Scan. This product roadmap describes 
planned innovation and the future direction based on our perception of the business value.

Recent innovations

Where is Produmex Scan today?

Planned innovations

New features planned to be 
released

Future direction

A proposal for growth throughout 
the product lifecycle 

PRODUMEX SCAN
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Product Development Mindset
Quality First

Why? To keep partners and 
customers confident by using a 
reliable and robust solution.

How? Fixing product bugs, working 
on stability, increasing automated 
test coverage, and investing 
– every day and in every step – on 
quality control.

OUR PERMANENT COMMITMENT

User Experience

Why? To allow users to have a 
pleasant experience while 
completing their tasks easily and 
efficiently.

How? Improving languages and error 
messages, reviewing usability by 
reducing the number of clicks and 
making screen access more intuitive.

Your Voice Matters

Why? To improve our solutions based 
on real-life needs from SAP Business 
One partners and customers 
worldwide.

How? Sharing ideas with our partners, 
collecting information common needs 
from our partners and customers, 
involving partners in the roadmap. 
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Recent Innovations

Recent innovations Planned innovations Future direction

PRODUMEX SCAN

IMPORTANT NOTICES

Licenses
Starting from version 18.3, Produmex Scan is now fully 
integrated with the Boyum Portal. All licenses can be 
purchased and issued directly from the Boyum self-service 
portal. This means that the old license files cannot be used 
anymore, so when upgrading from a version older than 18.4, 
please make sure to obtain a license from the Boyum Portal.

More information in the Boyum HelpCenter: 

https://support.boyum-it.com/hc/en-us/articles/360010566654-
How-to-get-a-license-for-Produmex-Products-
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Recent Innovations

Recent Innovations Planned innovations Future direction

PRODUMEX SCAN

Bin Locations
Allow changing target bin location 
allocated during a stock transfer draft.
Use Case: This allows customers to 
react to unexpected situations during a 
picking. E.g. the target location is being 
used or not available.

Customization Platform
Further, enhance Scan customization 
abilities by allowing to define new lines 
for DataRepeater.
This is a powerful addition to the Scan 
toolset because it allows to define the 
number of lines each item on a list will 
display.
Use Case: When a customer wants to 
add extra information into lists and 
requires more space available.
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Native Android App
• Platform R&D
• UI/UX R&D

Planned Innovations

PRODUMEX SCAN
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Native Android App
• Maintain current install base don 

Windows CE support
• Mostly feature to features migration
• Renew and improve UI and UX

Boyum Cloud-ready
• Multi-tenancy supported

Beas Manufacturing integration
• Work seamlessly with Beas

Boyum feedback system 
• Installation information
• Most-commonly used flows and 

documents

Q3 Planned Innovations
Customization Platform
• Screen customization
• Action configuration
• Flow configuration
• Query customization

PRODUMEX SCAN
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Q2/Q3 in detail

PRODUMEX SCAN

Innovation
Native Android App

Synergy
Boyum Cloud Ready

Customization
• Screen

Customization 
• Actions

Customization
• Flow

Synergy
Feedback system

Innovation
Native Android App

Synergy
Beas integration

Customization
Queries
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Future Direction
New Functionality
We want to be at the forefront of logistics and will keep adopting 
the best practices and processes.
• Produmex WMS and Produmex Scan will stay in sync in 

regards to the supported GS1 Ais.
• RFID support

Investigation
We won’t stick to the easy way. Here are some of the topics we 
are researching:
• UDI barcodes – a special case of GS1-128 

(https://www.gs1.org/healthcare/udi)
• B-10 standard labels (Automotive Industry and others)

PRODUMEX SCAN
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Produmex WMS/Scan releases
Product roadmap with continuous innovation

2018 2019 2019 2019 2019

Continuous maintenance delivery for all versions in maintenance

WMS 18.4
Scan 18.4

Schematic illustration of major deliveries according to current planning may be changed by Boyum IT at any time. 

WMS 19.1
Scan 19.1

WMS 19.2
Scan 19.2

WMS 19.3
Scan 19.3

WMS 19.4
Scan 19.4

2020

WMS 20.1
Scan 20.1

19.2 June 2019
19.3 September 2019 
19.4 December 2019 
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Your voice matters
We design solutions for people. 
Join our community now!

Collaborate with product suggestions 
and vote for the feature requests you 
like the most.

boyum-solutions/community

YOUR VOICE MATTERS
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You deserve the best from us
We work hard to deliver the best software for you.

Our reward is the benefit you take from the 
innovations and enhancements we design to make 
your life better. 

We only ask for one thing:
Keep your software up-to-date. 

We don’t launch updates every day, so enjoy the ride

1. Go to download.boyum-it.com
2. Select your solution of preference
3. Download and install the latest package available

Don’t miss this chance! On top of new capabilities, 
updates contain essential changes to improve the 
performance, stability and security of our solutions.

KEEP YOUR SOFTWARE UP-TO-DATE
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Boyum World Tour 2019
We offer 4 types of knowledge-transfer initiatives: Beas Manufacturing and Produmex WMS implementation 
workshops, as well as Beas Pre-sales and Boyum Horizontal trainings.

Check out the locations and join us on this exciting learning journey. 

WORLD TOUR
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